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The jock stereotype is a negative stereotype aimed at
(primarily male) athletes. Jocks usually play a popular sport like
football, basketball, soccer, lacrosse or any other sport that
requires aggression.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jock_(stereotype)

Overview Contents Origin Stereotypes Portrayal in the media Education and athletics

In the United States and Canada, a jock is a stereotype of an athlete, or someone who is
primarily interested in sports and sports culture, and does not take much interest in
intellectual culture. It is generally attributed mostly to high school and college athletics
participants who form a distinct youth subculture. As a blanket term, jock can be
considered synonymous with athlete. Jocks are usually presented as practitioners of
teâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Stereotype of the Day: The Jock
stereotypeoftheday.blogspot.com/2013/05/the-jock.html
May 15, 2013 · The Jock: a stereotype that is present in virtually every teenage movie.
He is a good-looking boy who usually engages in a team sport such as football,
basketball, lacrosse, etc.

What is the jock stereotype - Answers.com
www.answers.com › â€¦ › Discrimination › Stereotypes
Jun 09, 2018 · The jock stereotype is a negative stereotype aimed at (primarily male)
athletes. Jocks usually play a popular sport like football, basketball, soccer,.

Do stereotypes help - Answers.com

Stereotypes Questions including "What is stereo type"

Who is Jock Soto - answers.com

Stereotypes Questions - Answers

See more results

Talk:Jock (stereotype) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Jock_(stereotype)
Talk:Jock (stereotype) ... It does a reasonable job of presenting the jock stereotype but
the last two sentences seem like nothing more than the repressed anguish ...

The Dumb Jock Stereotype Can Be a Self-Fulfilling
Prophecy ...
https://parenting.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/04/24/the-dumb-jock...
Apr 24, 2014 · Thinking about the stereotypes about â€œdumb jocksâ€� and academics
may cause student-athletes to underperform on tests.

Stereotypes - Penn State York | Homepage
www2.york.psu.edu/~jmj3/jock05.htm
Stereotypes. There are many stereotypes for jocks. In fact, the word "jock" is itself a
stereotype. So many times in my experience a jock would do something wrong, and
"dumb jock" would be the term used to scold them.

Athletes struggle against 'dumb jock' stereotype
www.browndailyherald.com/2012/04/24/athletes-struggle-against-dumb...
Apr 24, 2012 · The â€œdumb jock is totally a stereotype,â€� said Allyson Schumacher
â€™12, member of the swimming and diving team. Robert Kenneally â€™90, associate
athletic director for student services and the liaison between the athletics department and
the admissions office, said the athletes are just as academically successful as the rest
of â€¦

Scoring a Goal against the 'Dumb Jock' Stereotype
scholarsarchive.jwu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1029&context=...
2 Abstract The â€œdumb jockâ€� stereotype prevalence is being questioned, along with
its validity throughout this thesis. More negative articles about â€¦

Authors: Gabrielle Longo

Affiliation: Johnson Wales University

Fighting the 'dumb jock' stereotype | MSUToday | â€¦
https://msutoday.msu.edu/news/2013/fighting-the-dumb-jock-stereotype
College coaches who emphasize their playersâ€™ academic abilities may be the best
defense against the effects of "dumb jock" stereotypes, an MSU study suggests.

Battling the â€œdumb jockâ€� stereotype - The
Washington Post
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/recruiting-insider/post/...
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Unfortunately stereotypes develop from some aspect of truth, usually taken to an
extreme. For every athlete that looks for an academic pass because of their athletic
commitment, there are a handful of others that manage to get it all done without excuses.
Stereotypes arenâ€™t perpetuated solely by ...

Godwin Igwebuike breaks jock stereotype, but don't â€¦
www.nfl.com/.../article/godwin-igwebuike-breaks-jock-stereotype-but...
In a football culture that favors uniformity over individuality, Godwin Igwebuike is breaking
every jock stereotype. But Northwestern's hard-hitting safety has a warning for NFL
scouts: Don't call me soft.

Researcher says jocks are victims of stereotyping and ...
https://io9.gizmodo.com/researcher-says-jocks-are-victims-of...
The stereotype of the virginal nerd has its counterpart in the stereotype of the dumb jock.
And one researcher at Michigan State has just published a study showing that college
athletes' grades may be suffering because everyone tells them that they're stupid.
According to a release from Michigan ...
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